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The trip

The trip went to Vancouver (Canada) where I visited the 31th International
Conference on Parallel Processing (ICPP'02) which took place August 18-21.
The conference was hosted at the Renaissance Hotel located in central Vancou-
ver just by the shore. The main purpose of the trip was to present my paper \A
Lower-Bound Algorithm for Minimizing Network Communication in Real-Time
Systems".

The conference

ICPP is THE conference for parallel processing and includes all aspects of this
area. Hence, the conference is very broad and featured three parallel sessions
plus a workshop each day. I think the variety of topics has both pros and cons.
On one hand, there is the opportunity to learn something new that you would
not have come across otherwise. On the other hand, if your area is periferal
to the main-stream topics, it may be hard to make anything useful out of the
presentations.

To the main conference, there were 67 accepted papers out of 188 submis-
sions. The number of participants was approximately 150 which is a rather large
decline from earlier years.

The presentations

The �rst day, which was actually before the main conference, there were a
number of workshops but I did not attend any of those.

The conference featured three keynote speeches which I think were the ma-
jor attraction of the conference. The �rst speech was by William Pulleyblank
from IBM Research that talked about the problem of determining protein struc-
tures and protein folding. This is a very hard problem and it usually takes one
year for a (post-doc) chemist do perform such a task through experimentation.
Therefore, computer scientist and engineers have tried to come up with compu-
tational methods to address the problem. For IBM, this problem had motivated
the development of the BlueGene computer. The second keynote speech was
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by Ian Foster from Argonne National Labs that talked about grid computing. I
think this was more like a paper presentation and not as visionary as the other
talks. The third speech was by John Gustafson which talked about why single
systems still were better (more used) than parallel systems. This was the most
provocative talk and it pointed out some important issues for the community
to work with, e.g., the diÆculty of programming parallel computers.

As for the papers, I had not really expected to understand them or �nd
them useful but there were actually some presentations that contained material
interesting for my research. For instance, the same algorithm that I have been
using for task assignment has also been used for loop parallelization. There
were two sessions and a workshop on scheduling but the considered problems
usually di�ered from real-time scheduling (e.g., only on-line and no periods or
deadlines). However, after my presentation there were at least some people that
thought my work seemed interesting which was fun. Otherwise, the standard
of the presentations was quite varying. (Some speakers did not even show up.)
There was also quite few persons (approx. 10) attending each session.

The program also included a panel discussion on whether parallel processing
is dead or not. The background was that there appears to be harder to get
research funding for parallel processing project nowadays and the number of
conference participants has decreased signi�cantly. That is, parallel processing
does not seem to be \hot" anymore. It was argued that one reason for this is
that parallel processing now is so common that it has lost its news (and research)
value. Another reason brought forward is perhaps common for all \silver-bullet"
techniques: the diÆculty of applying the technique (parallel processing) to real
applications. This includes both programming issues and the fact that many
non-scienti�c applications do not parallelize easily.

About Vancouver

Vancouver is a popular conference city and it is easy to understand why (at least
in the summer). The city is located by the sea and is surrounded by mountain
tops. Close to downtown there is a large park (forest) that provides nice trails
for walking. Just 20 minutes from downtown it is also possible to do alpine
skiing (in the winter).

The future

The schedule for the location of ICPP follows a four year cycle: North-America,
Europe, North-America, Asia. Next year (2003) it will be held in Taiwan, 2004
in Santa Barbara (California) and 2005 in Oslo.
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